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exclude from his forecasting data all reports of wind direction obtained at places where eddies are likely to prevail. Such eddies, however, may be of great importance to the aviator, since they produce, on their forward sides, troublesome down currents and also shallow surface winds which, because oppositely directed to the winds, less, perhaps, than 100 meters above, may render landing at such places difficult or even very dangerous.
Maloja Wind.—The "Maloja" wind, named after the Maloja pass in Switzerland, below which, and for some distance along the valley. of the Inn, it is well defined, is only a reverse valley breeze—reverse because such convectional tendency as the insolational heating of the valley in question may produce is more than counteracted by the similar heating of a suitable, and suitably situated, neighboring region. It is the controlling pressure distribution due to this latter heating that locates the updraft and induces the down-valley Maloja wind.
Similarly, the flooding of a basin by gravity winds often produces a forced breeze up a narrow pass, where ordinarily a downcurrent would be expected.
Foehn, Chinook.—The foehn, or chinook, as it generally is called in North America, is a warm, dry wind blowing down a mountain side onto the valleys and plains beyond. It differs from the typical fallwind in being warm, level for level, and not cold, as is the latter, in comparison with the air of surrounding regions.
Any system of winds, whether of trade, cyclonic, or other origin, extending to, or near to, the surface and blowing more or less normally across a mountain ridge, necessarily induces upcurrents, dynamically cooled, on the windward side and downcurrents, adiabatically heated, on the lee side, except along the under portions of such-eddies as may be produced, where the directions and consequent temperature changes are just the reverse. Therefore:
1.  Foehns occur at all seasons.
2.  The relative humidity of the foehn is always low.
3.  The rise in temperature is greatest when the original vertical temperature gradient is least; hence, greatest, other things being equal, (a) when the upper air is warmest—that is, when there has been precipitation to the windward; (b) when the surface air is coldest—that is, when there has been free night radiation (clear skies) on the lee side; and (c) during winter, when the vertical temperature gradient through the first several hundred meters may be only 4° C., say, per kilometer, instead of the usual 7° to 8° C. of summer.
The inertia of the wind, crossing the mountain, tends to carry it on well above the valley, or plain, beyond, but its drag on the lower air, due to viscosity, deflects it downward. Because of this deflection a foehn wind often strikes on the lower slopes, or adjacent region, with

